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The Difference Between Assessment and
Grading
• Grading is a one‐on‐one activity between an individual faculty
member and an individual student for the purpose of
evaluating that student’s work leading to the award of
“something” ( a grade, credit hours, certificate, degree,
whatever)
• Assessment is a collaborative activity involving groups of
faculty examining multiple examples of student work for the
purpose of improving teaching and learning
• Thus, while both assessment and grading may involve the use
of the same material (student work or products of some kind),
the way the material is used and the purposes of the activities
are markedly different
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Aren’t Grades
(By Themselves)
Enough

NO!

According To Dressel, Grades Are:
“An inadequate report of an inaccurate
judgment by a biased and variable judge of
the extent to which a student has attained
an undefined level of mastery of an
unknown proportion of an indefinite
material.”
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Grades Reflect Many Things Other Than
Course Content and Mastery Level

Participation Variables
• Discussion
• Cooperation
• Attendance
• Verbal Ability

Grading Practices Are Not Standard
• Grades in one course (or separate
sections of the same course) may be
assigned on a different basis from grades
in another.
• An “A” or a “B” does not mean the same
thing in all courses
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• Much of the current controversy in
education comes from the lack of course
content mastery among students who
have received passing grades.
• Thus, used alone, grades are widely
regarded as inadequate for assessing
general student learning

With One Exception
If faculty have used Walvrood’s (Walvrood & Anderson,
1998, Walvrood, 2004) Primary Trait Analysis/Effective
Grading techniques and rubrics to come to agreement on
what each grade means in all departmental courses, then
grades may be used to assess both departmental and general
education learning outcomes.
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Steps in Designing an
Assessment Process:









Identify Outcomes
Articulate and Operationally Define Outcomes
Select Assessment Methodology
Establish Standards
Devise System for Use of Assessment Results
Devise System to Evaluate Assessment Model
Pilot Test
Implement

Common Gen. Ed. Outcomes
Writing
Speaking
Math
Critical Thinking & Problem Solving
Technology
Appreciation of Diversity/Multiculturalism
Social Responsibility/citizenship
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Operationally Defined Outcome: Math
1. Identifies data necessary to solve the problem
2. Analyzes data correctly
3. Justifies results of analysis

Assessment Methodologies: Three Major
Categories


“Real‐World” Experiences



Course‐Related/Course Connected



Testing
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Our Choice: Course Related
Performance‐based model
Use work students produce in class (student artifacts)
Obviates standardized testing “motivation to perform well’
issues
Several ways to collect artifacts
1.
2.
3.

All‐college “Assessment Day”
Sample classes with assignments relevant to outcome
Common assessment assignment in relevant classes

Several ways to score/analyze artifacts using rubrics
1.
2.
3.

Relevant faculty departmental/discipline teams
Interdisciplinary faculty teams
All faculty

What is a Rubric?
• A scoring rubric is a set of ordered categories to which a
given piece of work (e.g., a student “artifact”) can be
compared. Scoring rubrics specify the qualities or
processes that must be exhibited in order for a
performance to be assigned a particular evaluative rating
(McDaniel, 1994).
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Types of Rubrics
Rubrics may be:
• General—they contain criteria that are general
across tasks
– Designed to provide general guidance as to
expectations, such as evaluation of written
assignments (e.g., a “writing rubric”)

• Task‐specific—they are unique to a specific task
assignment
– Designed to provide detailed guidance regarding a
specific assignment or task (e.g., a rubric for the “civil
war writing assignment”)

Types of Rubrics
• Checklists
• Analytic
• Holistic
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Checklist Rubrics
• Checklist rubrics contain a list of behaviors or
specific steps which can be marked as
Present/Absent, Complete/Incomplete, Yes/No
— Useful to note the completion of a task but when
assignment of a rating scale in not necessary

Analytic Rubrics
• Analytic rubrics employ rating scales to provide
specific feedback along several dimensions
— Assignments/artifacts can be broken down into
separate components (e.g., description, analysis,
grammar, references, etc.)
— Scales can include terms (e.g., novice, intermediate,
and proficient) or specific point values (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
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Holistic Rubrics
• Holistic rubrics provide overall evaluation
guidelines that clarify how assessments relate to
performance achievement
— There is one overall score instead of discrete
dimensions

Points to Ponder
1. The perfect data fallacy
• Measurement in higher education is imprecise
2. Assessment is messy
3. The Power of Negative Evidence
• Institutions (and individuals) generally fear the
impact of negative findings.
• Negative findings are most likely to induce
positive action
4. Resistance to change
• Individual and organizational inertia
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Rules for the Upcoming Exercises
1. Each team must report only one score per artifact
(i.e., as a team, you must agree on a single score)
2. The score you report must be a whole number—no
decimals, no fractions
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